Energy
Contracts, billing and communications with your energy supplier
should be simple and straightforward. We help MAT’s achieve
significant savings on tariffs and management fees by centralising
electricity and water contracts. You might even be considering
renewable energy. We can provide access to service agreements for
electricity, lighting, solar panels, biomass fuels and much more.

Highlights

++ Typical savings of 10% compared to the
average market rate

++ YPO can assist you with your funding
applications

++ Low cost automated readings to identify
and eliminate energy waste

++ Bill validation service - free to MATs

++ Online portals to monitor consumption
++ YPO makes buying your energy simple
- we deal with the utility companies on
your behalf

Added Value

++ Pre-qualified suppliers

++ You only need to identify their
requirements, present these to the market
and award a contract

++ Fully EU Compliant

++ No need to pre-qualify suppliers or publish
requirements by OJEU

++ All YPO service agreements are fully legal
and in line with EU regulations

++ Not-for-profit organisation

++ Access to CPDs and MAT forums

++ Free support and advice fromYPO’s
procurement experts

++ Loyalty scheme for academies

++ Free benchmarking
++ A dedicated account management team

Contact us

++ Assist MATs in reducing VAT and
Climate Change Levy liability

++ Easy to use

++ Giving you a confidence in their quality of
service/products

++ Reduced timescales

Why YPO?

++ Knowledge sharing through monthly
newsletters, events and webinars
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++ Nationwide service agreements
++ Over 40 years’ experience in the
education sector

Energy Service Agreements

Contact us

Electricity / Gas

Join over 3,500 schools and academies purchasing their gas and electricity
through YPO. As YPO is a not-for-profit organisation we are able to offer low
management fees and best value to all customers, saving you up to 90% on
broker fees.

Liquid Fuels

This service agreement provides schools and academies with heating oils and
automotive fuels. The five national suppliers on the agreement offer wholesale
pricing with competitively low management fees.

Low Carbon Electrical
Micro-generation

With the increasing focus on climate change and energy solutions we are
helping more and more schools and academies to implement projects for
solar panels and wind turbines. This service agreement covers the entire
project process from feasibility and design to installation, commissioning and
maintenance.

Low Carbon Heating Systems

Are you looking for a way to reduce your energy bills, improve building
efficiency and benefit from available government incentives? This service
agreement includes the design, supply, installation and maintenance of low
carbon heat and combined heat and power systems, including biomass boilers,
air source heat pumps and solar thermal hot water systems.

Low Energy Lighting & Heating

Optimised lighting has been proven to aid concentration in lessons and improve
pupil wellbeing. Through this service agreement you can access a full design
service, supply, fitting and maintenance of low energy lighting systems. These
lighting systems can offer a quick return on investment and YPO can assist with
your funding applications.

Metering

By monitoring and measuring your energy usage you can establish a baseline
and your current energy use, detect waste quickly and can easily compare
consumption against benchmarks to determine potential savings. This service
agreement provides the supply, installation, commissioning and maintenance of
heat, water, gas and electricity meters.

Solid Fuels

This service agreement includes the supply of solid fuel to heat schools and
academies nationwide. This includes biomass pellets, chips and coal for schools
using the traditional coal-fired boilers. Purchasing solid fuel through this
agreement has seen many schools save up to 25%.

Water

From April 2017 you are able to choose your water and waste water retail
services provider. YPO have collaborated with other buying organisations for
this service agreement to help deliver better value for money, offer improved
customer service and assist you in becoming more water efficient.
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